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GPS signals

Geodesy
Fundamentals

•• Geodesy
•• Geodynamics
•• Geomatics
•• Cartography

Concepts

•• Datum
•• Geographical distance
•• Geoid
•• Figure of the Earth
•• Geodetic system
•• Geodesic
•• Geographic coordinate system
•• Horizontal position representation
• Latitude / Longitude
•• Map projection
•• Reference ellipsoid
•• Satellite geodesy
•• Spatial reference system

Technologies

•• Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
•• Global Positioning System (GPS)
• GLONASS (Russian)
• Galileo (European)
• Indian Regional Navigational

Satellite System (IRNSS)
• Beidou-2 (Chinese)

Standards

ED50 European Datum 1950

SAD69 South American Datum 1969

GRS 80 Geodetic Reference System 1980

NAD83 North American Datum 1983

WGS84 World Geodetic System 1984

NAVD88 N. American Vertical Datum
1988

ETRS89 European Terrestrial Reference
System 1989

•• Spatial Reference System Identifier (SRID)
•• Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)

History

• NAVD29 (Sea Level Datum 1929)
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Artist's conception of GPS Block II-F satellite in
Earth orbit.

Civilian GPS receiver ("GPS navigation device")
in a marine application.

Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites broadcast microwave
signals to enable GPS receivers on or near the Earth's surface to
determine location and synchronized time. The GPS system itself is
operated by the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) for use by both the
military and the general public.

GPS signals include ranging signals, used to measure the distance to
the satellite, and navigation messages. The navigation messages
include ephemeris data, used to calculate the position of each satellite
in orbit, and information about the time and status of the entire satellite
constellation, called the almanac.

Legacy GPS signals

The original GPS design contains two ranging codes: the
Coarse/Acquisition (C/A) code, which is freely available to the public,
and the restricted Precision (P) code, usually reserved for military
applications.

Coarse/Acquisition code

The C/A code is a 1,023 bit deterministic sequence called
pseudorandom noise (also pseudorandom binary sequence) (PN or
PRN code) which, when transmitted at 1.023 megabits per second
(Mbit/s), repeats every millisecond. These sequences only match up, or
strongly correlate, when they are exactly aligned. Each satellite transmits a unique PRN code, which does not
correlate well with any other satellite's PRN code. In other words, the PRN codes are highly orthogonal to one
another. This is a form of code division multiple access (CDMA), which allows the receiver to recognize multiple
satellites on the same frequency.

Precision code
The P-code is also a PRN; however, each satellite's P-code PRN code is 6.1871 × 1012 bits long (6,187,100,000,000
bits, ~720.213 gigabytes) and only repeats once a week (it is transmitted at 10.23 Mbit/s). The extreme length of the
P-code increases its correlation gain and eliminates any range ambiguity within the Solar System. However, the code
is so long and complex it was believed that a receiver could not directly acquire and synchronize with this signal
alone. It was expected that the receiver would first lock onto the relatively simple C/A code and then, after obtaining
the current time and approximate position, synchronize with the P-code.
Whereas the C/A PRNs are unique for each satellite, the P-code PRN is actually a small segment of a master P-code
approximately 2.35 × 1014 bits in length (235,000,000,000,000 bits, ~26.716 terabytes) and each satellite repeatedly
transmits its assigned segment of the master code.
To prevent unauthorized users from using or potentially interfering with the military signal through a process called
spoofing, it was decided to encrypt the P-code. To that end the P-code was modulated with the W-code, a special
encryption sequence, to generate the Y-code. The Y-code is what the satellites have been transmitting since the
anti-spoofing module was set to the "on" state. The encrypted signal is referred to as the P(Y)-code.
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The details of the W-code are kept secret, but it is known that it is applied to the P-code at approximately 500 kHz,
which is a slower rate than that of the P-code itself by a factor of approximately 20. This has allowed companies to
develop semi-codeless approaches for tracking the P(Y) signal, without knowledge of the W-code itself.

Navigation message

GPS message format

Subframes Words Description

1 1–2 Telemetry and handover
words
(TLM and HOW)

3–10 Satellite clock,
GPS time relationship

2/3 1–2 Telemetry and handover
words
(TLM and HOW)

3–10 Ephemeris
(precise satellite orbit)

4/5 1–2 Telemetry and handover
words
(TLM and HOW)

3–10 Almanac component
(satellite network synopsis,
error correction)

In addition to the PRN ranging codes, a receiver needs to know detailed information about each satellite's position
and the network. The GPS design has this information modulated on top of both the C/A and P(Y) ranging codes at
50 bit/s and calls it the Navigation Message.
The navigation message is made up of three major components. The first part contains the GPS date and time, plus
the satellite's status and an indication of its health. The second part contains orbital information called ephemeris
data and allows the receiver to calculate the position of the satellite. The third part, called the almanac, contains
information and status concerning all the satellites; their locations and PRN numbers.
Whereas ephemeris information is highly detailed and considered valid for no more than four hours, almanac
information is more general and is considered valid for up to 180 days. The almanac assists the receiver in
determining which satellites to search for, and once the receiver picks up each satellite's signal in turn, it then
downloads the ephemeris data directly from that satellite. A position fix using any satellite can not be calculated until
the receiver has an accurate and complete copy of that satellite's ephemeris data. If the signal from a satellite is lost
while its ephemeris data is being acquired, the receiver must discard that data and start again.
The navigation message itself is constructed from a 1,500 bit frame, which is divided into five subframes of 300 bits
each and transmitted at 50 bit/s. Each subframe, therefore, requires 6 seconds to transmit. Each subframe has the
GPS time. Subframe 1 contains the GPS date (week number) and information to correct the satellite's time to GPS
time, plus satellite status and health. Subframes 2 and 3 together contain the transmitting satellite's ephemeris data.
Subframes 4 and 5 contain components of the almanac. Each frame contains only 1/25th of the total almanac; a
receiver must process 25 whole frames worth of data to retrieve the entire 15,000 bit almanac message. At this rate,
12.5 minutes are required to receive the entire almanac from a single satellite.
The orbital position data, or ephemeris, from the navigation message is used to calculate precisely where the satellite 
was at the start of the message. A more sensitive receiver will potentially acquire the ephemeris data more quickly
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than a less sensitive receiver, especially in a noisy environment.
Each subframe is divided into 10 words. It begins with a Telemetry Word (TLM), which enables the receiver to
detect the beginning of a subframe and determine the receiver clock time at which the navigation subframe begins.
The next word is the handover word (HOW), which gives the GPS time (actually the time when the first bit of the
next subframe will be transmitted) and identifies the specific subframe within a complete frame.[2][3] The remaining
eight words of the subframe contain the actual data specific to that subframe.
After a subframe has been read and interpreted, the time the next subframe was sent can be calculated through the
use of the clock correction data and the HOW. The receiver knows the receiver clock time of when the beginning of
the next subframe was received from detection of the Telemetry Word thereby enabling computation of the transit
time and thus the pseudorange. The receiver is potentially capable of getting a new pseudorange measurement at the
beginning of each subframe or every 6 seconds.

Almanac
The almanac, provided in subframes 4 and 5 of the frames, consists of coarse orbit and status information for each
satellite in the constellation, an Ionospheric model, and information to relate GPS derived time to Coordinated
Universal Time (UTC). Each frame contains a part of the almanac (in subframes 4 and 5) and the complete almanac
is transmitted by each satellite in 25 frames total (requiring 12.5 minutes).[4] The almanac serves several purposes.
The first is to assist in the acquisition of satellites at power-up by allowing the receiver to generate a list of visible
satellites based on stored position and time, while an ephemeris from each satellite is needed to compute position
fixes using that satellite. In older hardware, lack of an almanac in a new receiver would cause long delays before
providing a valid position, because the search for each satellite was a slow process. Advances in hardware have made
the acquisition process much faster, so not having an almanac is no longer an issue. The second purpose is for
relating time derived from the GPS (called GPS time) to the international time standard of UTC. Finally, the almanac
allows a single-frequency receiver to correct for ionospheric delay error by using a global ionospheric model. The
corrections are not as accurate as augmentation systems like WAAS or dual-frequency receivers. However, it is often
better than no correction, since ionospheric error is the largest error source for a single-frequency GPS receiver.

Data updates
Satellite data is updated typically every 24 hours, with up to 60 days data loaded in case there is a disruption in the
ability to make updates regularly. Typically the updates contain new ephemerides, with new almanacs uploaded less
frequently. The Control Segment guarantees that during normal operations a new almanac will be uploaded at least
every 6 days.
Satellites broadcast a new ephemeris every two hours. The ephemeris is generally valid for 4 hours, with provisions
for updates every 4 hours or longer in non-nominal conditions. The time needed to acquire the ephemeris is
becoming a significant element of the delay to first position fix, because as the hardware becomes more capable, the
time to lock onto the satellite signals shrinks; however, the ephemeris data requires 18 to 36 seconds before it is
received, due to the low data transmission rate.
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Frequency information

GPS broadcast signal.

For the ranging codes and navigation
message to travel from the satellite to the
receiver, they must be modulated onto a
carrier frequency. In the case of the original
GPS design, two frequencies are utilized;
one at 1575.42 MHz (10.23 MHz × 154)
called L1; and a second at 1227.60 MHz
(10.23 MHz × 120), called L2.

The C/A code is transmitted on the L1
frequency as a 1.023 MHz signal using a
bi-phase shift keying (BPSK) modulation
technique. The P(Y)-code is transmitted on
both the L1 and L2 frequencies as a
10.23 MHz signal using the same BPSK
modulation, however the P(Y)-code carrier is in quadrature with the C/A carrier (meaning it is 90° out of phase).

Besides redundancy and increased resistance to jamming, a critical benefit of having two frequencies transmitted
from one satellite is the ability to measure directly, and therefore remove, the ionospheric delay error for that
satellite. Without such a measurement, a GPS receiver must use a generic model or receive ionospheric corrections
from another source (such as the Wide Area Augmentation System or EGNOS). Advances in the technology used on
both the GPS satellites and the GPS receivers has made ionospheric delay the largest remaining source of error in the
signal. A receiver capable of performing this measurement can be significantly more accurate and is typically
referred to as a dual frequency receiver.

Demodulation and decoding

Demodulating and Decoding GPS Satellite Signals using the Coarse/Acquisition Gold
code.

Since all of the satellite signals are
modulated onto the same L1 carrier
frequency, there is a need to separate
the signals after demodulation. This is
done by assigning each satellite a
unique binary sequence known as a
Gold code, and the signals are
decoded, after demodulation, using
modulo 2 addition of the Gold codes
corresponding to satellites n1 through
nk, where k is the number of channels
in the GPS receiver and n1 through nk
are the PRN identifiers of the satellites.
Each satellite's PRN identifier is
unique and in the range from 1 through

32. The results of these modulo 2 additions are the 50 bit/s navigation messages from satellites n1 through nk. The
Gold codes used in GPS are a sequence of 1,023 bits with a period of one millisecond. These Gold codes are highly
mutually orthogonal, so that it is unlikely that one satellite signal will be misinterpreted as another. As well, the Gold
codes have good auto-correlation properties.[5]
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There are 1,025 different Gold codes of length 1,023 bits, but only 32 are used. These Gold codes are quite often
referred to as pseudo random noise since they contain no data and are said to look like random sequences.[6]

However, this may be misleading since they are actually deterministic sequences.
If the almanac information has previously been acquired, the receiver picks which satellites to listen for by their
PRNs. If the almanac information is not in memory, the receiver enters a search mode and cycles through the PRN
numbers until a lock is obtained on one of the satellites. To obtain a lock, it is necessary that there be an
unobstructed line of sight from the receiver to the satellite. The receiver can then acquire the almanac and determine
the satellites it should listen for. As it detects each satellite's signal, it identifies it by its distinct C/A code pattern.
The receiver uses the C/A Gold code with the same PRN number as the satellite to compute an offset, O, that
generates the best correlation. The offset, O, is computed in a trial and error manner. The 1,023 bits of the satellite
PRN signal are compared with the receiver PRN signal. If correlation is not achieved, the 1,023 bits of the receiver's
internally generated PRN code are shifted by one bit relative to the satellite's PRN code and the signals are again
compared. This process is repeated until correlation is achieved or all 1,023 possible cases have been tried. If all
1,023 cases have been tried without achieving correlation, the frequency oscillator is offset to the next value and the
process is repeated.
Since the carrier frequency received can vary due to Doppler shift, the points where received PRN sequences begin
may not differ from O by an exact integral number of milliseconds. Because of this, carrier frequency tracking along
with PRN code tracking are used to determine when the received satellite's PRN code begins. Unlike the earlier
computation of offset in which trials of all 1,023 offsets could potentially be required, the tracking to maintain lock
usually requires shifting of half a pulse width or less. To perform this tracking, the receiver observes two quantities,
phase error and received frequency offset. The correlation of the received PRN code with respect to the receiver
generated PRN code is computed to determine if the bits of the two signals are misaligned. Comparisons of the
received PRN code with receiver generated PRN code shifted half a pulse width early and half a pulse width late are
used to estimate adjustment required.[7] The amount of adjustment required for maximum correlation is used in
estimating phase error. Received frequency offset from the frequency generated by the receiver provides an estimate
of phase rate error. The command for the frequency generator and any further PRN code shifting required are
computed as a function of the phase error and the phase rate error in accordance with the control law used. The
Doppler velocity is computed as a function of the frequency offset from the carrier nominal frequency. The Doppler
velocity is the velocity component along the line of sight of the receiver relative to the satellite.
As the receiver continues to read successive PRN sequences, it will encounter a sudden change in the phase of the
1,023 bit received PRN signal. This indicates the beginning of a data bit of the navigation message.[8] This enables
the receiver to begin reading the 20 millisecond bits of the navigation message. The TLM word at the beginning of
each subframe of a navigation frame enables the receiver to detect the beginning of a subframe and determine the
receiver clock time at which the navigation subframe begins. The HOW word then enables the receiver to determine
which specific subframe is being transmitted. There can be a delay of up to 30 seconds before the first estimate of
position because of the need to read the ephemeris data before computing the intersections of sphere surfaces.
After a subframe has been read and interpreted, the time the next subframe was sent can be calculated through the
use of the clock correction data and the HOW. The receiver knows the receiver clock time of when the beginning of
the next subframe was received from detection of the Telemetry Word thereby enabling computation of the transit
time and thus the pseudorange. The receiver is potentially capable of getting a new pseudorange measurement at the
beginning of each subframe or every 6 seconds.
Then the orbital position data, or ephemeris, from the navigation message is used to calculate precisely where the
satellite was at the start of the message. A more sensitive receiver will potentially acquire the ephemeris data more
quickly than a less sensitive receiver, especially in a noisy environment.
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Modernization and additional GPS signals
Having reached full operational capability on July 17, 1995[9] the GPS system had completed its original design
goals. However, additional advances in technology and new demands on the existing system led to the effort to
"modernize" the GPS system. Announcements from the Vice President and the White House in 1998 heralded the
beginning of these changes and in 2000, the U.S. Congress reaffirmed the effort, referred to as GPS III.
The project involves new ground stations and new satellites, with additional navigation signals for both civilian and
military users, and aims to improve the accuracy and availability for all users. A goal of 2013 has been established
with incentives offered to the contractors if they can complete it by 2011.Wikipedia:Manual of Style/Dates and
numbers#Precise language

General features

A visual example of the GPS constellation in
motion with the Earth rotating. Notice how the

number of satellites in view from a given point on
the Earth's surface, in this example at 45°N,

changes with time.

Modernized GPS civilian signals have two general improvements over
their legacy counterparts: a dataless acquisition aid and forward error
correction (FEC) coding of the NAV message.

A dataless acquisition aid is an additional signal, called a pilot carrier
in some cases, broadcast alongside the data signal. This dataless signal
is designed to be easier to acquire than the data encoded and, upon
successful acquisition, can be used to acquire the data signal. This
technique improves acquisition of the GPS signal and boosts power
levels at the correlator.
The second advancement is to use forward error correction (FEC)
coding on the NAV message itself. Due to the relatively slow
transmission rate of NAV data (usually 50 bits per second), small
interruptions can have potentially large impacts. Therefore, FEC on the
NAV message is a significant improvement in overall signal
robustness.

L2C
One of the first announcements was the addition of a new civilian-use signal, to be transmitted on a frequency other
than the L1 frequency used for the coarse/acquisition (C/A) signal. Ultimately, this became the L2C signal, so called
because it is broadcast on the L2 frequency. Because it requires new hardware on board the satellite, it is only
transmitted by the so-called Block IIR-M and later design satellites. The L2C signal is tasked with improving
accuracy of navigation, providing an easy to track signal, and acting as a redundant signal in case of localized
interference.
Unlike the C/A code, L2C contains two distinct PRN code sequences to provide ranging information; the Civilian
Moderate length code (called CM), and the Civilian Long length code (called CL). The CM code is 10,230 bits long,
repeating every 20 ms. The CL code is 767,250 bits long, repeating every 1500 ms. Each signal is transmitted at
511,500 bits per second (bit/s); however, they are multiplexed together to form a 1,023,000 bit/s signal.
CM is modulated with the CNAV Navigation Message (see below), whereas CL does not contain any modulated
data and is called a dataless sequence. The long, dataless sequence provides for approximately 24 dB greater
correlation (~250 times stronger) than L1 C/A-code.
When compared to the C/A signal, L2C has 2.7 dB greater data recovery and 0.7 dB greater carrier-tracking,
although its transmission power is 2.3 dB weaker.
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CNAV Navigation message

The CNAV data is an upgraded version of the original NAV navigation message. It contains higher precision
representation and nominally more accurate data than the NAV data. The same type of information (Time, Status,
Ephemeris, and Almanac) is still transmitted using the new CNAV format; however, instead of using a frame /
subframe architecture, it features a new pseudo-packetized format made up of 12-second 300-bit message packets.
In CNAV, two out of every four packets are ephemeris data and at least one of every four packets will include clock
data, but the design allows for a wide variety of packets to be transmitted. With a 32-satellite constellation, and the
current requirements of what needs to be sent, less than 75% of the bandwidth is used. Only a small fraction of the
available packet types have been defined; this enables the system to grow and incorporate advances.
There are many important changes in the new CNAV message:
• It uses forward error correction (FEC) in a rate 1/2 convolution code, so while the navigation message is 25 bit/s,

a 50 bit/s signal is transmitted.
•• The GPS week number is now represented as 13 bits, or 8192 weeks, and only repeats every 157.0 years, meaning

the next return to zero won't occur until the year 2137. This is longer compared to the L1 NAV message's use of a
10-bit week number, which returns to zero every 19.6 years.

• There is a packet that contains a GPS-to-GNSS time offset. This allows for interoperability with other global
time-transfer systems, such as Galileo and GLONASS, both of which are supported.

• The extra bandwidth enables the inclusion of a packet for differential correction, to be used in a similar manner to
satellite based augmentation systems and which can be used to correct the L1 NAV clock data.

•• Every packet contains an alert flag, to be set if the satellite data can not be trusted. This means users will know
within 6 seconds if a satellite is no longer usable. Such rapid notification is important for safety-of-life
applications, such as aviation.

•• Finally, the system is designed to support 63 satellites, compared with 32 in the L1 NAV message.

L2C Frequency information

An immediate effect of having two civilian frequencies being transmitted is the civilian receivers can now directly
measure the ionospheric error in the same way as dual frequency P(Y)-code receivers. However, if a user is utilizing
the L2C signal alone, they can expect 65% more position uncertainty due to ionospheric error than with the L1 signal
alone.

Military (M-code)
A major component of the modernization process is a new military signal. Called the Military code, or M-code, it
was designed to further improve the anti-jamming and secure access of the military GPS signals.
Very little has been published about this new, restricted code. It contains a PRN code of unknown length transmitted
at 5.115 MHz. Unlike the P(Y)-code, the M-code is designed to be autonomous, meaning that a user can calculate
their position using only the M-code signal. From the P(Y)-code's original design, users had to first lock onto the
C/A code and then transfer the lock to the P(Y)-code. Later, direct-acquisition techniques were developed that
allowed some users to operate autonomously with the P(Y)-code.
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MNAV Navigation Message

A little more is known about the new navigation message, which is called MNAV. Similar to the new CNAV, this
new MNAV is packeted instead of framed, allowing for very flexible data payloads. Also like CNAV it can utilize
Forward Error Correction (FEC) and advanced error detection (such as a CRC).

M-code Frequency Information

The M-code is transmitted in the same L1 and L2 frequencies already in use by the previous military code, the
P(Y)-code. The new signal is shaped to place most of its energy at the edges (away from the existing P(Y) and C/A
carriers).
In a major departure from previous GPS designs, the M-code is intended to be broadcast from a high-gain directional
antenna, in addition to a full-Earth antenna. This directional antenna's signal, called a spot beam, is intended to be
aimed at a specific region (several hundred kilometers in diameter) and increase the local signal strength by 20 dB,
or approximately 100 times stronger. A side effect of having two antennas is that the GPS satellite will appear to be
two GPS satellites occupying the same position to those inside the spot beam. While the whole Earth M-code signal
is available on the Block IIR-M satellites, the spot beam antennas will not be deployed until the Block III satellites
are deployed, tentatively in 2013.
An interesting side effect of having each satellite transmit four separate signals is that the MNAV can potentially
transmit four different data channels, offering increased data bandwidth.
The modulation method is binary offset carrier, using a 10.23 MHz subcarrier against the 5.115 MHz code. This
signal will have an overall bandwidth of approximately 24 MHz, with significantly separated sideband lobes. The
sidebands can be used to improve signal reception.

L5, Safety of Life
A civilian safety of life signal (broadcast in a frequency band protected by the ITU for aeronautical radionavigation
service), first broadcast for demonstration purposes on satellite USA-203 (a Block IIR-M series satellite), and
available on all GPS IIF satellites (and beyond).
Two PRN ranging codes are transmitted on L5: the in-phase code (denoted as the I5-code); and the quadrature-phase
code (denoted as the Q5-code). Both codes are 10,230 bits long and transmitted at 10.23 MHz (1 ms repetition). In
addition, the I5 stream is modulated with a 10-bit Neuman-Hoffman code that is clocked at 1 kHz and the Q5-code is
modulated with a 20-bit Neuman-Hoffman code that is also clocked at 1 kHz.
•• Improves signal structure for enhanced performance
•• Higher transmitted power than L1/L2 signal (~3 dB, or 2× as powerful)
•• Wider bandwidth provides a 10× processing gain
•• Longer spreading codes (10× longer than C/A)
•• Uses the Aeronautical Radionavigation Services band

L5 navigation message

The L5 CNAV data includes SV ephemerides, system time, SV clock behavior data, status messages and time
information, etc. The 50 bit/s data is coded in a rate 1/2 convolution coder. The resulting 100 symbols per second
(sps) symbol stream is modulo-2 added to the I5-code only; the resultant bit-train is used to modulate the L5 in-phase
(I5) carrier. This combined signal is called the L5 Data signal. The L5 quadrature-phase (Q5) carrier has no data and
is called the L5 Pilot signal.
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L5 frequency information

Broadcast on the L5 frequency (1176.45 MHz, 10.23 MHz × 115), which is an aeronautical navigation band. The
frequency was chosen so that the aviation community can manage interference to L5 more effectively than L2.

L1C
Civilian use signal, broadcast on the L1 frequency (1575.42 MHz), which contains the C/A signal used by all current
GPS users. The L1C will be available with the first Block III launch, scheduled for 2015.
The PRN codes are 10,230 bits long and transmitted at 1.023 Mbit/s. It uses both Pilot and Data carriers like L2C.
The modulation technique used is BOC(1,1) for the data signal and TMBOC for the pilot. The time multiplexed
binary offset carrier (TMBOC) is BOC(1,1) for all except 4 of 33 cycles, when it switches to BOC(6,1). Of the total
L1C signal power, 25% is allocated to the data and 75% to the pilot.
•• Implementation will provide C/A code to ensure backward compatibility
•• Assured of 1.5 dB increase in minimum C/A code power to mitigate any noise floor increase
•• Data-less signal component pilot carrier improves tracking
•• Enables greater civil interoperability with Galileo L1

CNAV-2 Navigation message

The L1C navigation message, called CNAV-2, is 1800 bits (including FEC) and is transmitted at 100 bit/s. It
contains 9 bits of time information, 600 bits of ephemeris data, and 274 bits of packetized data payload.

Frequencies used by GPS

GPS Frequencies

Band Frequency
(MHz)

Phase Original usage Modernized usage

L1 1575.42
(10.23×154)

In-phase (I) Encrypted Precision P(Y) code

Quadrature-
phase (Q)

Coarse-acquisition (C/A) code C/A, L1 Civilian (L1C), and
Military (M) code

L2 1227.60
(10.23×120)

In-phase (I) Encrypted Precision P(Y) code

Quadrature-
phase (Q)

Unmodulated carrier L2 Civilian (L2C) code and
Military (M) code

L3 1381.05
(10.23×135)

Used by Nuclear Detonation
(NUDET)
Detection System Payload (NDS);
signals nuclear detonations/
high-energy infrared events.
Used to enforce nuclear test
ban treaties.

L4 1379.913
(10.23×1214/9)

(No transmission) Being studied for additional
ionospheric correction

L5 1176.45
(10.23×115)

In-phase (I) (No transmission) Safety-of-Life (SoL) Data signal

Quadrature-
phase (Q)

Safety-of-Life (SoL) Pilot signal

All satellites broadcast at the same two frequencies, 1.57542 GHz (L1 signal) and 1.2276 GHz (L2 signal). The 
satellite network uses a CDMA spread-spectrum technique where the low-bitrate message data is encoded with a
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high-rate pseudo-random (PRN) sequence that is different for each satellite. The receiver must be aware of the PRN
codes for each satellite to reconstruct the actual message data. The C/A code, for civilian use, transmits data at 1.023
million chips per second, whereas the P code, for U.S. military use, transmits at 10.23 million chips per second. The
L1 carrier is modulated by both the C/A and P codes, while the L2 carrier is only modulated by the P code.[10] The P
code can be encrypted as a so-called P(Y) code which is only available to military equipment with a proper
decryption key. Both the C/A and P(Y) codes impart the precise time-of-day to the user.
Each composite signal (in-phase and quadrature phase) becomes:

where and represent signal powers; and represent codes with/without data .

Sources and references
[1] http:/ / en. wikipedia. org/ w/ index. php?title=Template:Geodesy& action=edit
[2][2] Section 1.4.2.6.
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[4][4] Page 103.
[5][5] "George, M., Hamid, M., and Miller A.
[6] " GPS - explained (Signals) (http:/ / www. kowoma. de/ en/ gps/ signals. htm)"
[7][7] Section 1.4.2.4.
[8][8] Section 1.4.2.5.
[9] US Coast Guard GPS FAQ (http:/ / www. navcen. uscg. gov/ ?pageName=gpsFaq)
[10] How GPS works. (http:/ / www. kowoma. de/ en/ gps/ signals. htm) Konowa.de (2005).

NMEA 0183
NMEA 0183 is a combined electrical and data specification for communication between marine electronics such as
echo sounder, sonars, anemometer, gyrocompass, autopilot, GPS receivers and many other types of instruments. It
has been defined by, and is controlled by, the National Marine Electronics Association. It replaces the earlier NMEA
0180 and NMEA 0182 standards. In marine applications, it is slowly being phased out in favor of the newer NMEA
2000 standard.
The electrical standard that is used is EIA-422, although most hardware with NMEA-0183 outputs are also able to
drive a single EIA-232 port. Although the standard calls for isolated inputs and outputs, there are various series of
hardware that do not adhere to this requirement.
The NMEA 0183 standard uses a simple ASCII, serial communications protocol that defines how data are
transmitted in a "sentence" from one "talker" to multiple "listeners" at a time. Through the use of intermediate
expanders, a talker can have a unidirectional conversation with a nearly unlimited number of listeners, and using
multiplexers, multiple sensors can talk to a single computer port.
At the application layer, the standard also defines the contents of each sentence (message) type, so that all listeners
can parse messages accurately.
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Serial configuration (data link layer)

Typical Baud rate 4800

Data bits 8

Parity None

Stop bits 1

Handshake None

There is a variation of the standard called NMEA-0183HS that specifies a baud rate of 38,400. This is in general use
by AIS devices.

Application layer protocol rules
•• Each message's starting character is a dollar sign.
•• The next five characters identify the talker (two characters) and the type of message (three characters).
•• All data fields that follow are comma-delimited.
• Where data is unavailable, the corresponding field remains blank (it contains no character before the next

delimiter – see Sample file section below).
•• The first character that immediately follows the last data field character is an asterisk, but it is only included if a

checksum is supplied.
• The asterisk is immediately followed by a checksum represented as a two-digit hexadecimal number. The

checksum is the bitwise exclusive OR of ASCII codes of all characters between the $ and *. According to the
official specification, the checksum is optional for most data sentences, but is compulsory for RMA, RMB, and
RMC (among others).

• <CR><LF> ends the message.
As an example, a waypoint arrival alarm has the form:

$GPAAM,A,A,0.10,N,WPTNME*32

where:

GP Talker ID (GP for a GPS unit, GL for a GLONASS)

AAM Arrival alarm

A Arrival circle entered

A Perpendicular passed

0.10 Circle radius

N Nautical miles

WPTNME Waypoint name

*32 Checksum data

The new standard, NMEA 2000, accommodates several talkers at a higher baud rate, without using a central hub, or
round-robin packet buffering.
The NMEA standard is proprietary and sells for at least US$ 250 (except for members of the NMEA) as of June
2013. However, much of it has been reverse-engineered from public sources.[1]
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Vendor extensions
Most GPS manufacturers include special messages in addition to the standard NMEA set in their products for
maintenance and diagnostics purposes. Extended messages begin with "$P". These extended messages are not
standardized.

Software compatibility
NMEA 0183 GPS compliant software
• AggreGate Device Management Platform
• Master Navigator Software (MNS) [2] - Map and Navigation Software
•• seaPro Navigation Software (www.euronav.co.uk)
•• OrbitGPS
•• ElectricCompass
• Telogis GeoBase
•• NetStumbler
• Nimble Navigator [3] - Marine Navigation and Charting Software
• Rand McNally StreetFinder
• Coastal Explorer [4] by Rose Point Navigation Systems[5]

• Sea-Data Windows [6] and Sea-Data Motion Sensor [7]

•• Magic e-Map
• GPS 2 IP [8] - an iPhone NMEA server
• NemaTalker [9] NMEA instrument simulation utility by Sailsoft
• Microsoft Streets & Trips
•• Microsoft MapPoint
•• Serotonin Mango M2M (suitable for NMEA compliant weather stations)
•• MapKing
• gpsd - Unix GPS Daemon
•• GPSy X for Mac OS X
•• Turbo GPS PC/PPC/Android]
•• GRLevelX Weather Suite
•• Google Maps Mobile Edition
• JOSM - OpenStreetMap Map Editor
• PolarView [10] - includes a set of digital and analog NMEA 0183 and NMEA 2000 instruments
•• Avia Sail - PC instruments for both NMEA 0183 and NMEA 2000
•• VisualGPS - A free NMEA Monitoring utility for NMEA 0183 GPS devices
•• GPSDirect/GPSReverse - Windows drivers for GPS mapping
• DeLorme Street Atlas
•• GPS TrackMaker - A Brazilian solution which supports many GPS brands
•• Open Sea Map Data Logger - Open-source Chartplotter and Logger
•• Java Marine API - Open-source NMEA library for Java
•• Vox Maris GMDSS Simulator - A GMDSS Simulator that is able to receive NMEA Data from external sources
• OpenCPN - Open source navigation software
• C_GPS2KML [11] - A tool to convert logged data to KML/KML for Google Earth supporting NMEA (Including

Glonass)
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Sample file
A sample file produced by a Tripmate 850 GPS logger. This file was produced in Leixlip, County Kildare, Ireland.
The record lasts two seconds.

$GPGGA,092750.000,5321.6802,N,00630.3372,W,1,8,1.03,61.7,M,55.2,M,,*76

$GPGSA,A,3,10,07,05,02,29,04,08,13,,,,,1.72,1.03,1.38*0A

$GPGSV,3,1,11,10,63,137,17,07,61,098,15,05,59,290,20,08,54,157,30*70

$GPGSV,3,2,11,02,39,223,19,13,28,070,17,26,23,252,,04,14,186,14*79

$GPGSV,3,3,11,29,09,301,24,16,09,020,,36,,,*76

$GPRMC,092750.000,A,5321.6802,N,00630.3372,W,0.02,31.66,280511,,,A*43

$GPGGA,092751.000,5321.6802,N,00630.3371,W,1,8,1.03,61.7,M,55.3,M,,*75

$GPGSA,A,3,10,07,05,02,29,04,08,13,,,,,1.72,1.03,1.38*0A

$GPGSV,3,1,11,10,63,137,17,07,61,098,15,05,59,290,20,08,54,157,30*70

$GPGSV,3,2,11,02,39,223,16,13,28,070,17,26,23,252,,04,14,186,15*77

$GPGSV,3,3,11,29,09,301,24,16,09,020,,36,,,*76

$GPRMC,092751.000,A,5321.6802,N,00630.3371,W,0.06,31.66,280511,,,A*45

Note some blank fields, for example:
• GSV records, which describe satellites 'visible', lack the SNR (signal–to–noise ratio) field for satellite 16 and all

data for satellite 36.
• GSA record, which lists satellites used for determining a fix (position) and gives a DOP of the fix, contains 12

fields for satellites' numbers, but only 8 satellites were taken into account—so 4 fields remain blank.

C implementation of checksum generation
The checksum at the end of each sentence is the XOR of all of the bytes in the sentence, excluding the initial dollar
sign. The following C code generates a checksum for the string entered as "mystring" and prints it to the output
stream. In the example, a sentence from the sample file is used.

#include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>

int checksum(char *s) {

    int c = 0;

    while(*s)

        c ^= *s++;

    return c;

}

int main()

{

    char mystring[] = 

"GPRMC,092751.000,A,5321.6802,N,00630.3371,W,0.06,31.66,280511,,,A";

    printf("String: %s\nChecksum: 0x%02X\n", mystring, 

checksum(mystring));
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    return 0;

}

Status
NMEA 0183 continued to be maintained separately: V4.10 was published in early May 2012, and an erratum noted
on 12 May 2012. It is not clear whether there is any active development. The latest NMEA announcement on the
subject is older than the V4.10 standard.

References
[1][1] gpsd
[2] http:/ / www. elisanet. fi/ master. navigator/
[3] http:/ / www. nimblenavigator. com
[4] http:/ / rosepointnav. com/ CoastalExplorer2011/ default. htm
[5] http:/ / rosepointnav. com
[6] http:/ / www. seadataweb. com/ Products/ SeaDataWindows
[7] http:/ / www. seadataweb. com/ Products/ MotionSensor
[8] http:/ / www. capsicumdreams. com/ iphone/ gps2ip/
[9] http:/ / www. sailsoft. nl/ NemaTalker. htm
[10] http:/ / www. polarnavy. com/ main/ prod1
[11] http:/ / gnss-info. blogspot. com/ p/ cgps2kml-eng. html

External links
• National Marine Electronics Association (http:/ / www. nmea. org/ )
• NMEA's website about NMEA 0183 (http:/ / www. nmea. org/ content/ nmea_standards/ nmea_0183_v_410. asp)
• NMEA data information (http:/ / www. gpsinformation. org/ dale/ nmea. htm)
• Sirf-Chipset NMEA data reference manual (http:/ / www. sparkfun. com/ datasheets/ GPS/ NMEA Reference

Manual1. pdf)
• Free C library for parsing and generation of the NMEA protocol (http:/ / nmea. sourceforge. net)
• Free Java library for parsing of the NMEA protocol (http:/ / nmealib. sourceforge. net)
• Open Source (New BSD License) C# library for parsing NMEA protocol (http:/ / code. google. com/ p/ gpstalk/ )
• NMEA Specifications at APRS Info (http:/ / aprs. gids. nl/ nmea/ )
• MTK proprietary NMEA extensions (http:/ / api. ning. com/ files/

WrydAs2CdNAMGhy*O-mvQMNhGW6Mmt-2RUB2Jb1odwCMia*dzrbnJWicJlJ4D9KxRkh6huPt4fDP14imYTC2D1ozEw-k6Jq-/
MTKNMEAPROPRIETARYCOMMAND. pdf)

• Free C#/Java library for parsing and building NMEA sentences (http:/ / www. codeproject. com/ Articles/
279647/ NMEA-0183-2-0-Sentense-parser-builder)
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GPS Exchange Format

GPS eXchange Format

Filename extension .gpx

Internet media type application/gpx+xml

Initial release 2002

Latest release 1.1 [1]  / August 9, 2004

Extended from XML

Website www.topografix.com/gpx.asp [2]

GPX, or GPS Exchange Format, is an XML schema designed as a common GPS data format for software
applications.
It can be used to describe waypoints, tracks, and routes. The format is open and can be used without the need to pay
license fees. Its tags store location, elevation, and time and can in this way be used to interchange data between GPS
devices and software packages. Such computer programs allow users, for example, to view their tracks, project their
tracks on satellite images or other maps, annotate maps, and tag photographs with the geolocation in the Exif
metadata.

Data types

This is the essential data contained in GPX files. Ellipsis (...) means
that the previous element can be repeated. Additional data may exist
within every markup but is not shown here.

wpType [3]: lat="DD.thm..." lon="DDD.thm..." plus other data: is the
WGS 84 (GPS) coordinates of a point and other description.

< wpt [3]> wptType </wpt> is an individual waypoint among a
collection of points with no sequential relationship, despite the name
(the county towns of England, say, or all Skyscrapers in New York).

< trk [4]>< trkseg [5]><trkpt '''wpType''' />...</trkseg>...</trk> is a
track, made of at least one segment containing waypoints, that is, an
ordered list of points describing a path .[6]

<rte [7]><rtept>wpType</rtept> ... </rte> is a route, an ordered list of
routepoint(waypoints representing a series of significant turn or stage
points) leading to a destination.[8]

Conceptually, tracks are a record of where a person has been, routes
are suggestions about where they might go in the future. For example, each point in a track may have a timestamp
(because someone is recording where and when they were there), but the points in a route are unlikely to have
timestamps other than estimated trip duration, because the author is suggesting a route which nobody might ever
have traveled.

Technically,
•• a track is made of a sufficient number of trackpoints to precisely draw every bend of a path on a bitmap. It is

either
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•• the raw output of, for example, a GPS recording the course of one's trip
•• or the rearrangement of such points to remove excess ones
• or data from any source such as extracted from a vector map

• a route is made of routepoints between which a program must get the corresponding track from a vector map to
draw it. The routepoints may be crossings or junctions or as distant as stopover towns, such as those making a trip
project. Hence, such a project can be saved and reloaded in a GPX file.

• a process called routing computes a route and may produce a GPX route made of the routepoints where some
driver action takes place (turn left, enter a roundabout, limit speed, name of the next direction road, etc...). The
GPX points may contain the text of those instructions.

•• the GPX file may contain both route and track so that a program can get precise points from the track even if it
has no access to a vector map.

The minimum properties for a GPX file are latitude and longitude for every single point. All other elements are
optional. Some vendors, such as Humminbird and Garmin, use extensions to the GPX format for recording street
address, phone number, business category, air temperature, depth of water, and other parameters.

Units
Latitude and longitude are expressed in decimal degrees using the WGS 84 datum. Elevation is recorded in meters.
Dates and times are not local time, but instead are Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) using ISO 8601 format.

Sample GPX document
The following is a truncated (for brevity) GPX file produced by a Garmin Oregon 400t hand-held GPS unit. This
document does not show all functionality which can be stored in the GPX format — for example, there are no
waypoints or extensions, and this is part of a track, not a route — but its purpose is to serve as a brief illustration.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no" ?>

<gpx xmlns="http://www.topografix.com/GPX/1/1" xmlns:gpxx="http://www.garmin.com/xmlschemas/GpxExtensions/v3" xmlns:gpxtpx="http://www.garmin.com/xmlschemas/TrackPointExtension/v1" creator="Oregon 400t" version="1.1" xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.topografix.com/GPX/1/1 http://www.topografix.com/GPX/1/1/gpx.xsd http://www.garmin.com/xmlschemas/GpxExtensions/v3 http://www.garmin.com/xmlschemas/GpxExtensionsv3.xsd http://www.garmin.com/xmlschemas/TrackPointExtension/v1 http://www.garmin.com/xmlschemas/TrackPointExtensionv1.xsd">

  <metadata>

    <link href="http://www.garmin.com">

      <text>Garmin International</text>

    </link>

    <time>2009-10-17T22:58:43Z</time>

  </metadata>

  <trk>

    <name>Example GPX Document</name>

    <trkseg>

      <trkpt lat="47.644548" lon="-122.326897">

        <ele>4.46</ele>

        <time>2009-10-17T18:37:26Z</time>

      </trkpt>

    </trkseg>

  </trk>

</gpx>
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[ex: route]

<gpx>

 <rte>

  <name> xsd:string </name> [0..1] ?

  <cmt> xsd:string </cmt> [0..1] ?

  <desc> xsd:string </desc> [0..1] ?

  <src> xsd:string </src> [0..1] ?

  <link> linkType </link> [0..*] ?

  <number> xsd:nonNegativeInteger </number> [0..1] ?

  <type> xsd:string </type> [0..1] ?

  <extensions> extensionsType </extensions> [0..1] ?

  <rtept lat="47.644548" lon="-122.326897">

    <name>rtename</name>

  </rtept>

 </rte>

</gpx>

External links
• GPX: the GPS Exchange Format [2]

• Maplorer [9], Interactive online display of GPX tracks
• Garmin GPX extensions schema [10]

• GPS mapping software [11], Conversion of GPX files into IMG file format
• KML to GPX [12] (and vice-versa) converter
• KML, OV2 and CSV to GPX [13] - Online GPS POI editors and converters for Garmin and Tomtom POI files
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[3] http:/ / www. topografix. com/ GPX/ 1/ 1/ #type_wptType
[4] http:/ / www. topografix. com/ GPX/ 1/ 1/ #type_trkType
[5] http:/ / www. topografix. com/ GPX/ 1/ 1/ #type_trksegType
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[8] http:/ / gpsinformation. net/ main/ tracklog. htm
[9] http:/ / www. maplorer. com/ view_gpx. html
[10] http:/ / www8. garmin. com/ xmlschemas/ GpxExtensionsv3. xsd
[11] http:/ / www. mapwel. net/ formats. htm
[12] http:/ / kml2gpx. com/
[13] http:/ / www. gps-data-team. com/ convert. php
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